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Dear PSC,

Attached is my latest Duke energy bill.  There are many difficulties with this bill that I wish to be added to
Case 2021-00324 and hope that PSC analysts may be able to figure out what is going on.  

Here is an incomplete list of issues starting at the top of the bill :

1. Billing Summary- How can the average rate payer understand what all the net metering adjustments
are or mean?  The proper 1:1 kWh credit would solve this confusion and lack of transparency.

2. Your usage snapshot- From Feb to Mar 2021, one can see the graph at zero, this is when I had the
older bi-directional meter and mechanically received the proper kWh credit. Where the graph rises the
first time is after the installation of the new "smart" meter.  Around Aug I had Tesla Powerwalls installed
and began using them for times when my PV system was not producing.  Around October, I realized I had
approximately 10,000 kWh stored with Duke and set my Powerwalls to 100% back up mode to "burn"
down some of my stored Duke credits. For the sake of arguement, based on a 3000 kWh/mo usage rate
the 10.000 kWh credit should have carried me with zero usage for 3 months.  Additionally, if I always
maintain a surplus positive credit with Duke and if I were given the proper legal 1:1 kWh credit, then
mathematically my usage chart should remain at zero.  As you can see, the chart shows that I am “using”
energy.  This can only be because Duke is not giving me the proper credit for what I supply to them. This
chart does not allow me to see what I am giving back to the grid on a monthly basis.

3. Billing Details - Electric- Every calculation that you see using 2,967kWh @...,  should be 0kWh @...
since I maintain a surplus. This effects everything including taxes.

The way I see it,  the formula should be:

Step 1:  [This month's Energy sent to the grid kWh + Current Surplus credits with Duke kWh]= Total
Credit

Step 2:  [Total Credit from Step 1] - [This month's Energy drawn from the grid kWh]  = Net Balance kWh 

Step 3: If [Net Balance kWh from Step 2] is a positive number, that means more energy was given to
Duke than drawn and becomes the next month's Current Surplus credit with Duke; hence ( 0kWh @...)
should be used in billing formulas. 

Step 4: If [ Net Balance kWh from Step 2] is a negative number that would mean I am using more energy
from Duke than I produce and have exhausted my stored surplus credit.  The absolute value of the
negative [Net Balance kWh from Step 2] would become a positive number and would be  used in the
billing formulas; /[Net Balance kWh from Step 2]/ @.....e.g. 3000kWh@.    Obviously, there would not be
a  surplus credit increase.

Please look into these matters and add my concerns to the public record.

FEB 25 2022



Sincerely,
Joseph Oka

https://ebill-prod.duke-energy.com/DukeEnergy/Secure/ViewBill.aspx

Sent from my iPhone












